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Abstract: In order to solve the problem of separation between consumer purchase and product
experience in online sales, live streaming e-commerce came into being. However, the interaction of
streamers is easy to cause consumers’ impulse consumption, which leads to the soaring return rate. In
this context, how to make reasonable return policies to avoid the loss is an important issue for brands.
This paper studies return policy selection for brands. We mainly focus on MCN (multi-channel
network) click farming and customer disappointment aversion in the situations that the return-freight
insurances are paid by brands or consumers or brands and MCN jointly. Three leader-follower models
with brands as leaders and platforms and MCN as followers are established. To solve the above
bilevel models, we discuss the conditions under which the upper and lower models are both convex
and, based on these theoretical results, we give the optimal strategies for all members. Then, through
numerical experiments, we analyze the impacts of customer disappointment aversion level, MCN’s
ability, commission rate, brand’s return-freight insurance purchasing ratio, and other factors on each
member’s optimal decision. The results show that the return policy in the situation of return-freight
insurance paid by brand is suitable for a market with the high level of customer disappointment
aversion; the return policy in the situation of return-freight insurance paid by consumers is applicable
to the case of low customer disappointment aversion and high commission rate; the return policy in
the situation of return-freight insurance paid by brand and MCN jointly is suitable for the case of low
MCN capability and can effectively restrain the click farming from MCN.

Keywords: brand; return policy selection; click farming; disappointment aversion; leader-follower game

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of e-commerce, online sales account for an increasing
proportion. However, online channels separate consumers’ purchase and product experi-
ence, which may lead to uncertain product valuation and mismatch between consumers
and products. As usual, elation occurs when the actual value of one product exceeds expec-
tation, which increases the total utility perceived by customers, and disappointment occurs
when its actual value is lower than expectation, which decreases consumers’ utility [1].
When the effect of disappointment on utility is greater than that of elation, the compound
effect of disappointment and elation is the so-called disappointment aversion. It has been
proved that most consumers are disappointment aversion [2]. Disappointment aversion
may reduce costumers’ purchase intention and so damage sellers’ revenues [3].

In order to enable consumers to obtain better consumption experience, the sales
mode of live streaming e-commerce came into being. Live streaming e-commerce refers
to e-commerce activities that use real-time social interaction technology (including real-
time videos and real-time comments) to conduct online transactions [4]. The interaction
between streamers and audiences as well as product display in live stream can help
reduce uncertainty of product valuation among consumers and then influence purchase
decisions [5]. Compared with traditional e-commerce, live streaming e-commerce has
obvious advantages in product presentation, time cost, shopping experience, etc., so that
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more and more consumers buy products via live streaming [6]. In 2021, the total scale of
China’s live streaming e-commerce industry reached 1210.2 billion RMB and is expected
to reach 2137.3 billion RMB in 2025 [7]. With the rapid development of live streaming e-
commerce industry, streamers emerge increasingly and the number of MCN (multi-channel
network) institutions also surges. On the one hand, MCN incubate or sign contracts with
many high-quality streamers and, on the other hand, they connect with several kinds of
platforms and brands, including e-commerce, social networking, live streaming, and other
platforms, to help them gain exposure and monetize through live streaming [8].

In the process of live streaming e-commerce, commission sharing between brands
and MCN institutions usually adopts the mode of pit fee plus CPS (cost per sale), where
pit fee refers to a fixed fee for MCN by providing product introduction, interaction with
consumers, and other services. Brands usually pay MCN before live streaming starts.
CPS is a commission mode based on actual numbers of products sold (returned products
are not included) to convert advertising costs. If MCN can achieve sales requirements of
brands, brands will pay commission to MCN later and, on the contrary, MCN cannot get
commission if it fails to meet the target [9]. However, there happens a phenomenon that
some MCN institutions unable to achieve the sales requirements on their own collaborate
with data maintainers to generate fake data by click farming to earning high commissions.
Click farming refers to systematic practice of employing low-paid workers to create illusion
of high brand popularity by clicking on designated locations on web pages (such as thumb-
up, subscription, placing orders, etc.) [10]. The originator of click farming is usually a
brand, who makes fake orders by purchasing clicks from a third party, sending empty
packages, or stealing other unrelated waybill numbers to increase product sales and attract
consumers [11]. With the rise of live streaming e-commerce, some MCN institutions spend
money on click farming services to defraud brands for pit fees and commissions.

Consumers’ impulsive consumption and click farming by MCN may lead to a high
return rate. According to the research report on China’s Live Streaming E-commerce
Industry in 2020, average return rate of live streaming e-commerce is 30–50%, much higher
than the data 10–15% for traditional e-commerce [12]. Since return-freight insurance can
reduce consumers’ risk and brands’ return transportation costs, return policy by providing
return-freight insurance is common in live streaming e-commerce. Some platforms such
as Taobao, JD, Tik Tok design two cases, that is, brands offer return-freight insurance vs.
consumers purchase return-freight insurance. If a consumer returns an insured product,
the return freight should be borne by insurance company [13]. However, when brands
take out return-freight insurance, some MCN institutions reach the sales target by using
click farming and then return products in batches to swindle the brands out of pit fees and
commissions and recover funds [8]. Under this circumstance, MCN institutions can get a
full refund and the final loss is only borne by brands.

In order to effectively avoid occurrence of the above incidents, we consider to add
a new return policy in this paper, that is, the return policy that brand and MCN jointly
pay return-freight insurance. We take customers’ disappointment aversion and MCN click
farming into consideration and mainly focus on selection analysis from three return policies,
that is, return-freight insurance paid by brand, return-freight insurance paid by costumers,
and return-freight insurance paid by brand and MCN jointly.

Main insights and contributions are stated as follows: (1) most existing research on
click farming aimed at influence analysis on product sales and competition from brands’
perspective. As click farming has gradually become common in live streaming e-commerce
industry, it is necessary and important to study the impact of MCN’s click farming on
return policy selection. Our numerical experiments reveal that the return policy that
return-freight insurance is paid by brand and MCN jointly can significantly suppress the
click farming from MCN. When adopting this return policy, brands bear a low return-
freight insurance purchase rate, which can further reduce the amount of click farming. (2)
Existing research on live streaming e-commerce have not taken the psychological effect of
disappointment-aversion consumers on their purchase decisions into account. In fact, a
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large number of literatures have proved that most consumers have the characteristics of
disappointment aversion and the psychology of disappointment, elation, regret, and so on
may affect their decisions. This paper introduces disappointment aversion into the research
of live streaming e-commerce and finds out through numerical experiments that consumer
disappointment aversion level has a significant impact on brands’ return policy selection,
pricing, and MCN’s click farming volume.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide a review
of the literature related to our current research. In Section 3, we introduce our models and
discuss their constructs. In Section 4, we report some numerical experiments and provide a
related discussion concerning the results. Finally, in Section 5, we conclude the paper with
a summary of our research contributions, limitations, and potential future directions. All
proofs of the theoretical results are given in Appendix A.

2. Literature Review

There are three aspects of literature closely related to our study: live streaming
e-commerce and click farming, return policy selection, and disappointment aversion.

2.1. Live Streaming E-Commerce and Click Farming

There are a few research on live streaming e-commerce at present. Some of them focus
on empirical research, including consumers’ viewing, consumption motivation, and how
to improve consumers’ purchasing intention [14–19]. The others focus on supply chain via
live streaming e-commerce, including influence of streamers sign contracts on decisions in
service supply chain [20,21], influence of reference price and streamers’ personal ability on
pricing [22,23].

Click farming is a common tactic used to attract consumers in e-commerce. Some
literatures focus on click farming itself and investigate its characteristics and screening
methods. In particular, Zhao et al. designed a new detection framework, which can detect
click farming behaviors by inferring implicit behaviors of online users [24]. Li et al. used
three-phase methodology to detect click farming and found that most click farmers are
lowly rated [25]. Jiang et al. conducted an empirical analysis of click farming on Taobao
and found that click farming is most likely to occur in clothing products [26]. In addition,
some literatures study click farming from brands to analyze influence of click farming
on competition of brands and discuss regulation measures of platforms. In particular, by
establishing an evolutionary game model between a brand and an e-commerce platform,
Fang built an evolutionary game model and payment matrix of platform and brand which
uses click farming, and showed that negative effect brought by click farming and positive
effect brought by controlling click farming may both affect strategic choice of the major
interest subjects [27]. Bao et al. used a two-stage game model to analyze impact of click
farming on competition between two brands in e-commerce platforms and revealed that
brands would fall into prisoner’s dilemma in choosing click farming strategy at a low
cost [11].

With the development of live streaming e-commerce, click farming from MCN has
emerged in this industry and caused huge economic losses to brands. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no literature studying click farming from this angle and investigating
its influence on brands. This paper focus on this topic.

2.2. Return Policy Selection

About return policies selection, relevant research mainly focus on the following three
aspects so far: First, some research study return policy selection under traditional retail
background by considering return guarantee and return deadline. In particular, McWilliams
studied competition among high-quality and low-quality retailers when consumers are
fully informed and risk neutral and showed that retailers could benefit from the use
of return guarantee [28]. Xu et al. studied retailers’ return policy selection, pricing, and
inventory strategy under the consideration of four return strategies with different return
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periods [29]. Second, in the context of e-commerce, some research on return policy selection
is to consider return-freight insurance on the basis of traditional retail models. Especially,
Fan and Chen considered a market composed of a manufacturer and a brand, and studied
return policy selection of brands under three return-freight insurance policies [13]. Ren
et al. studied product pricing, return policy, and return-freight insurance decisions of
brands under the condition that return are not allowed, consumers bear freight, brands
insure return-freight insurance, and consumers insure return-freight insurance [30]. Chen
et al. studied a supply chain system composed of a brand, a platform, a manufacturer and
studied whether the brand should insure return-freight insurance under four scenarios
of resale and consignment modes [31]. Third, return policy selection based on online and
offline channels mainly considers cross-channel return and other issues. For example, Chen
et al. constructed an online and offline dual-channel sales model and showed that, as long
as the net residual value of returned products is positive in this channel, retailers should
provide return guarantees in this channel [32]. Radhi and Zhang studied return policy and
pricing of dual-channel retailers and established four return strategies of same-channel
and cross-channel return respectively [33]. Jin et al. studied non-cooperative game among
retailers providing online to offline cross-channel return service in a duopoly market [34].

Different from the above studies, this paper proposes a new return policy in which
brands and MCN jointly insure return-freight insurance so as to provide some practical
management enlightenment for brands.

2.3. Disappointment Aversion

In order to explain behavior that violates conventional expected utility theory, disap-
pointment has become a research direction of many psychologists and behavioral decision
scientists. In terms of theoretical research, Bell thought that total expected utility perceived
by customers is equal to the sum of economic benefits and psychological (dissatisfaction)
satisfaction; if the actual result is worse (or better) than expected, the individual will experi-
ence a feeling of disappointment (or elation), which will reduce (or increase) the utility of
the consumer, and a disappointment model is built based on this disappointment theory;
as disappointment has stronger impact on perceived utility than elation, consumers usually
avoid disappointment [1]. Furthermore, Loomes and Sugden [35], Delquie and Cillo [36],
Koszegi and Rabin [37] further extended Bell’s disappointment model. However, there
are only a few research on customer disappointment aversion in the field of economic
management. Some of them studied influence of strategic consumers with disappointment
aversion on firm pricing, capacity, and inventory decisions. For example, Liu and Shum
established a two-stage model to study impact of disappointment aversion on customers’
strategic purchasing behavior and companies’ pricing decisions [38]. Zhang and Zhang
studied impact of disappointment aversion on strategic consumer behavior and proved
effectiveness of pricing commitment and best-customer protection in alleviating consumers’
strategic purchasing [39]. Wang et al. considered optimal pricing and inventory decision of
a company under the condition that strategic consumers are disappointment-aversion and
elation-seeking, respectively [40].

Moreover, some scholars focus on influence of bounded rational consumers with
disappointment-aversion on corporate profits and decision-making. For example, Simon
thought that people’s thinking ability is not infinite, but limited rationality [41]. Psycholog-
ical behaviors such as reference dependence, loss aversion, disappointment aversion and
elation seeking are shown in consumers’ decision-making [42]. Cao et al. considered three
behavioral characteristics of newsvendor, that is, reference dependence, disappointment
aversion, and elation seeking, and they introduced them into the model of newspaper
children to study the influence on decision-making [42]. They further constructed four
kinds of joint ordering and sales effort decision models, respectively, and studied optimal
ordering strategy and sales effort investment of retailers for temperature-sensitive prod-
ucts by taking into account influence of retailers’ disappointment aversion and elation
seeking [43].
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On the whole, most existing research related to disappointment aversion focus on
the impact of consumer behavior on pricing, inventory, and other decisions of retailers;
however, few of them consider impact on return policies selection of brands. In what
follows, we focus on this problem.

3. Problem Formulation
3.1. Subsection

Consider a market consist of one platform, one brand, and one MCN. Suppose that
there are three return policies in the market, that is, the brand offers return-freight insurance
(Model H), consumers purchase return-freight insurance (Model C), the brand and MCN
jointly insure return-freight insurance (Model T). Let I = {H, C, T} represent the collection
of return policies. We aim to study the band how to decide return policy by considering
click farming from MCN and consumer disappointment aversion under live streaming
e-commerce. The sales network is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Illustration of live streaming e-commerce structure.

Before live streaming starts, the brand decides to pay pit fee K to MCN and total
commission rate θ ∈ [0, 1] to MCN and platform, while MCN needs to pay entry fee L to
platform. After live streaming, the brand will distribute θµ sales of the unreturned order to
platform and θ(1− µ) sales to MCN, where µ ∈ [0, 1] is the sharing ratio between platform
and MCN.

The decision-making sequence of live streaming e-commerce sales network is as
follows: first, the brand determines the unit price pi of product under the return policy
i ∈ I. Second, at the beginning of live streaming, MCN determines its service level siM and
purchases click farming volume fi (if MCN does not use click farming, then fi = 0), which
can increase the initial sales of live stream to attract potential consumers. At the same time,
the platform determines its service level siE.

See Table 1 for descriptions of variables, parameters, and upper/lower indices in-
volved in this paper.

3.2. Assumptions

Throughout, we make the following basic assumptions:

1. The market size is deterministic and, without loss of generality, we normalize it
to 1 [31,32,39].

2. The marginal cost of the product is 0 [22].
3. The entry fee L and the pit fee K are both exogenous variables [23].
4. Every consumer represents at most a unit demand for the product [31,38].
5. All consumers are disappointment-aversion [1].
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Table 1. Notations.

Set Definition

I
Return policy collection, I = {H, C, T}, H, C, T indicate the return policy of

return-freight insurance by brand, return-freight insurance by consumers, and
return-freight insurance jointly by brand and MCN respectively

Parameter Definition

θ Commission rate given by brand to MCN and platform, θ ∈ [0, 1]
a Ability of MCN, a ∈ (0, 1]
β Dissatisfaction rate, β ∈ [0, 1]
ξ Disappointment-aversion level, ξ ∈ [0, 1]
ρ Sensitivity coefficient of consumers to sales volume, ρ ∈ [0, 1]

δ
Brand’s return-freight insurance purchasing ratio under the return policy T,

δ ∈ [0, 1]
µ Commission sharing ratio between platform and MCN, µ ∈ [0, 1]
λ Unit return-freight insurance price, λ ∈ [0, 1]
r Unit returned product salvage, r ∈ [λ, 1]
v Consumer’s valuation of product, v ∈ [0, 1]

vi
Under the return policy i, consumer’s valuation of product when the expected

utility is 0
αE Consumer’s sensitivity to service level of platform, αE ∈ [0, 1]
αM Consumer’s sensitivity to service level of MCN, αM ∈ [0, 1]
K Pit fee
L Entry fee

Function Definition

Di Demand function under the return policy i
πiB Profit function of brand under the return policy i
πiE Profit function of platform under the return policy i
πiM Profit function of MCN under the return policy i

Variable Definition

pi Price of per unit product under the return policy i
siE Service level of platform under the return policy i
siM Service level of MCN under the return policy i

fi Click farming volume of MCN under the return policy i

4. The Models

In this section, we apply game theory to the network to construct some leader-follower
models with the brand as leader and the platform and MCN as followers under different
return policies. When consumers are satisfied with the product, they will keep it. On
the contrary, if they are dissatisfied with it, they will return it. It is assumed that there is
heterogeneity in product valuations of consumers, which follows a uniform distribution
on [0, 1] with valuation to be 0 when consumer is dissatisfied with the product [2,31,38].

Assume that the cost of service of platform and MCN are s2
iE
2 and s2

iM
2a respectively, where

a ∈ (0, 1] represents the ability of MCN (including operation ability and the number of
fans, etc.) [23]. Since MCN will return the product purchased by click farming later and
obtain a full refund, the cost of click farming is only related to click farming volume. We

assume the cost of click farming to be f 2
i
2 [11].

4.1. Model H for Return-Freight Insurance by Brand

Suppose that, if product is returned, return-freight insurance is only insured by the
brand. First, we consider consumers’ non-psychological utility. When a consumer is
satisfied with the product, his/her utility is v+ αEsHE + αMsHM + ρ fH − pH , where αE, αM
represent the sensitivity coefficient of consumers to the service level of platform and MCN,
respectively, and ρ represents the sensitivity coefficient of consumers to the sales volume
via live stream [11]. When a consumer is dissatisfied with the product, he/she will return
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the product and get a full refund. Since the return freight will be paid by the insurance
company, his/her utility is αEsHE + αMsHM + ρ fH . Then, the non-psychological utility of
the consumer is

UH1 = (1− β)(v + αEsHE + αMsHM + ρ fH − pH) + β(αEsHE + αMsHM + ρ fH)
= (1− β)(v− pH) + αEsHE + αMsHM + ρ fH ,

where β represents the probability that the consumer is dissatisfied with the product.
Second, we consider consumers’ psychological utility. Bell showed in [1] that elation

and disappointment are generated by comparison with previous expectations. According to
Bell’s disappointment model in [1], when a consumer is satisfied with the product, he/she
will feel elation. The elation coefficient is e ∈ [0, 1] and his/her utility is

e((v + αEsHE + αMsHM + ρ fH − pH)− ((1− β)(v− pH) + αEsHE + αMsHM + ρ fH)) = eβ(v− pH).

when a consumer is dissatisfied with the product, the disappointment coefficient is d ∈ [0, 1]
and the utility is

d((αEsHE + αMsHM + ρ fH)− ((1− β)(v− pH) + αEsHE + αMsHM + ρ fH)) = −d(1− β)(v− pH).

Let ξ = d− e, known as disappointment aversion level, denote the difference value
between the degrees of disappointment and elation. Since the impact of disappointment on
utility of disappoint-averse consumers is greater than that of elation, thus ξ > 0 [2]. By tak-
ing into account the influence of disappointment and elation, the consumer’s psychological
utility is

UH2 = eβ(1− β)(v− pH)− dβ(1− β)(v− pH) = −ξβ(1− β)(v− pH).

The total utility of a consumer is equal to the sum of non-psychological utility and
psychological utility, that is,

UH = UH1 + UH2 = (1− ξβ)(1− β)(v− pH) + αEsHE + αMsHM + ρ fH .

Only when the consumer expected utility UH ≥ 0, which means

v ≥ vH = pH −
αEsHE + αMsHM + ρ fH

(1− ξβ)(1− β)
,

the consumer will buy the product. At this time, the sales volume of brand includes the
real demand DH of consumers and the fake sales volume fH generated by click farming.
Thus, the demand function is

DH =
∫ 1

vH

dv =
(1− ξβ)(1− β)(1− pH) + αEsHE + αMsHM + ρ fH

(1− ξβ)(1− β)
.

The platform’s model is to decide its service level sHE by maximizing its profit, that is,

max
sHE≥0

πHE(sHE) = θµ(1− β)pH DH −
s2

HE
2

+ L, (1)

where the objective consists of sales share, service cost, and entry fee. By the backward
derivation method, the optimal service level of the platform is s∗HE (pH) =

θµαE pH
1−ξβ . Then,

MCN decides its service level sHM and click farming volume fH to maximize its profit,
that is,

max
sHM≥0, fH≥0

πHM(sHM, fH) = θ(1− µ)(1− β)pH DH −
s2

HM
2a
−

f 2
H
2

+ K− L, (2)
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where the objective consists of sales share, service cost, click farming cost, pit fee, and
entry fee. The optimal service level and the optimal click farming volume of MCN can be
obtained as

s∗HM (pH) =
aθ(1− µ)αM pH

1− ξβ
, f ∗H (pH) =

θ(1− µ)ρpH
1− ξβ

.

The brand’s profit consists of sales, returned salvage value, return-freight insurance
cost and pit fee. Since MCN will return all products purchased by click farming, no
commission will be shared for this kind products fH . The product price should meet
pH ≥ λ to ensure the revenue and hence the leader-follower model H for the brand is
as follows:

max
pH≥λ

πHB(pH) = ((1− θ)(1− β)pH + βr)D∗H(pH)− λ(D∗H(pH) + f ∗H (pH))− K, (3)

where r represents the unit return salvage value and λ represents the unit return-freight
insurance cost. Without loss of generality, we assume that the return salvage value is
greater than the return-freight insurance price, namely, r ≥ λ. In traditional e-commerce,
the salvage value of returned products is generally lower than the product price [44–46].
However, due to the strong promotion ability of live streaming e-commerce [20], some
brands are willing to conduct live streaming at a price lower than the market price to gain
popularity [22], so there is a possibility that the salvage value is higher than the price.
Therefore, we assume that the product price is higher than the return-freight insurance
price, that is, p ≥ λ. By the way, there is no size relationship between the product price and
the returned salvage value.

We can derive the following equilibrium results for Mode H.

Proposition 1. In Model H, If β ∈ (0, 1), θ ∈ [0, (1−ξβ)2(1−β)

(2−µ)α2
M

], λ ∈ [0, (1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)
(1−ξβ)(1+β)+θ

],

r ∈ [λ, (1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)−(1−ξβ+θ)λ
(1−ξβ)β

], ξ ∈ [0, 1], αM ∈ [0, 1], µ ∈ [0, 1], then the optimal sales
price for the brand, the optimal service level of the platform and MCN, and the optimal click farming
volume of MCN are respectively.

p∗H = (λ−βr)G1−(1−ξβ)(1−β)G2
2G1(1−θ)(1−β)

,

s∗HE = θµαE((λ−βr)G1−(1−ξβ)(1−β)G2)
2G1(1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)

,

s∗HM = aθ(1−µ)αM((λ−βr)G1−(1−ξβ)(1−β)G2)
2G1(1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)

,

f ∗H = θ(1−µ)ρ((λ−βr)G1−(1−ξβ)(1−β)G2)
2G1(1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)

,

(4)

where G1 = (1− ξβ)2(1− β)− θ(µα2
E + a(1− µ)α2

M + (1− µ)ρ2) and G2 = θ(1− µ)ρλ−
(1− θ)(1− ξβ)(1− β).

4.2. Model C for Return-Freight Insurance by Consumers

Suppose that return-freight insurance is insured by consumers. When a consumer
is satisfied with the product, his/her utility is v + αEsCE + αMsCM + ρ fC − pC − λ. When
he/she is dissatisfied with the product, his/her utility is αEsCE + αMsCM + ρ fC − λ. Then,
the non-psychological utility of the consumer is

UC1 = (1− β)(v + αEsCE + αMsCM + ρ fC − pC − λ) + β(αEsCE + αMsCM + ρ fC − λ)
= (1− β )(v− pC) + αEsCE + αMsCM + ρ fC − λ.

On the other hand, the consumer gets utility of eβ(v− pC) when he/she is satisfied
with the product, and gets utility of −d(1− β)(v− pC) when he/she is dissatisfied with
the product. Thus, the influence of elation and disappointment on psychological utility is

UC2 = eβ(1− β)(v− pC)− dβ(1− β)(v− pC) = −ξβ(1− β)(v− pC).
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The total utility is

UC = UC1 + UC2 = (1− ξβ)(1− β)(v− pC) + αEsCE + αMsCM + ρ fC − λ.

Only when the consumer expected utility UC ≥ 0, which means

v ≥ vC = pC −
αEsCE + αMsCM + ρ fC − λ

(1− ξβ)(1− β)
,

The consumer will buy the product. In this case, the demand function is

DC =
∫ 1

vC

dv =
(1− ξβ)(1− β)(1− pC) + αEsCE + αMsCM + ρ fC − λ

(1− ξβ)(1− β)
.

The platform decides its service level sCE by maximizing its profit, that is,

max
sCE≥0

πCE(sCE) = θµ(1− β)pCDC −
s2

CE
2

+ L, (5)

By the backward derivation method, the optimal service level of the platform is
s∗CE(pC) =

θµαE pC
1−ξβ . MCN sets its service level sCM and click farming volume fC by maxi-

mizing its profit, that is,

max
sCM≥0, fC≥0

πCM(sCM, fC) = θ(1− µ)(1− β)pCDC −
s2

CM
2a
−

f 2
C
2

+ K− L, (6)

The optimal service level and the optimal click farming volume of MCN can be
obtained as

s∗CM(pC) =
aθ(1− µ)αM pC

1− ξβ
, f ∗C(pC) =

θ(1− µ)ρpC
1− ξβ

.

The brand’s profit consists of sales, returned salvage value, and pit fee. Then, we give
a leader-follower model C for the brand as follows:

max
pC≥0

πCB(pC) = ((1− θ)(1− β)pC + βr)D∗C(pC)− K, (7)

We can derive the following equilibrium results for Mode C.

Proposition 2. In Mode C, if β ∈ (0, 1), ξ ∈ [0, 1], αM ∈ [0, 1], µ ∈ [0, 1], θ ∈ [0, (1−ξβ)2(1−β)

(2−µ)α2
M

],

λ ∈ [0, (1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)
(1−ξβ)β+1−θ

], r ∈ [λ, (1−θ)((1−ξβ)(1−β)−λ)
(1−ξβ)β

], then the optimal sales price for the brand,
the optimal service level of the platform and MCN, and the optimal click farming volume of MCN
are respectively.

p∗C = (1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)((1−ξβ)(1−β)−λ)−G1βr
2G1(1−θ)(1−β)

,

s∗CE = θµαE((1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)((1−ξβ)(1−β)−λ)−G1βr)
2G1(1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)

,

s∗CM = aθ(1−µ)αM((1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)((1−ξβ)(1−β)−λ)−G1βr)
2G1(1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)

,

f ∗C = θ(1−µ)ρ((1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)((1−ξβ)(1−β)−λ)−G1βr)
2G1(1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)

.

(8)

4.3. Model T for Return-Freight Insurance Jointly by Brand and MCN

Suppose that the return-freight insurance is jointly insured by brand and MCN. Simi-
larly, as in Section 4.1, the demand function is

DT =
∫ 1

vT

dv =
(1− ξβ)(1− β)(1− pT) + αEsTE + αMsTM + ρ fT

(1− ξβ)(1− β)
.
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The platform sets its service level sTE by maximizing its profit, that is,

max
sTE≥0

πTE = θµ(1− β)pT DT −
s2

TE
2

+ L, (9)

By the backward derivation method, the optimal service level of the platform is
s∗TE(pT) =

θµαE pT
1−ξβ . MCN sets its service level sTM and click farming volume fT by maxi-

mizing its profit, that is,

max
sTM≥0, fT≥0

πTM(sTM, fT) = θ(1− µ)(1− β)pT DT − (DT + fT)(1− δ)λ−
s2

TM
2a
−

f 2
T
2

+ K− L, (10)

The optimal service level and the optimal click farming volume of MCN can be
obtained as

s∗TM(pT) =
aαM(θ(1−µ)(1−β)pT−(1−δ)λ)

(1−ξβ)(1−β)
,

f ∗T(pT) =
θ(1−µ)(1−β)ρpT−((1−ξβ)(1−β)+ρ)(1−δ)λ

(1−ξβ)(1−β)
.

The brand’s profit consists of sales, returned salvage value, return-freight insurance
cost and pit fee. Then, we get a leader-follower model T for the brand as follows:

max
pT≥δλ

πTB(pT) = ((1− θ)(1− β)pT + βr)D∗T(pT)− (D∗T(pT) + f ∗T(pT))δλ− K, (11)

We can derive the following equilibrium results for Mode T.

Proposition 3. In Model T, if θ ∈ [0, (1−ξβ)2(1−β)

(2−µ)α2
M

], β ∈ (0, 1), ξ ∈ [0, 1], αM ∈ [0, 1],

µ ∈ [0, 1], ρ ∈ [0, 1], λ ∈ [0, θ(1−µ)(1−θ)(1−β)ρ

(1−θ)(1−δ)((2+ρ)((1−ξβ)(1−β)+ρ)+aα2
M)+θ(1−µ)ρβ

] and

r ∈ [λ, (1−θ)(1−β)+δλ
β − (1−θ)(1−δ)((2+ρ)((1−ξβ)(1−β)+ρ)+aα2

M)λ
θ(1−µ)ρβ

], then the optimal sales price for
the brand, the optimal service level of the platform and MCN, and the optimal click farming volume
of MCN are respectively:

p∗T = (δλ−βr)G1−(1−θ)G3−(1−ξβ)(1−β)G4
2G1(1−θ)(1−β)

,

s∗TE = θµαE((δλ−βr)G1−(1−θ)G3−(1−ξβ)(1−β)G4)
2G1(1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)

,

s∗TM = aθ(1−µ)αM((δλ−βr)G1−(1−θ)G3−(1−ξβ)(1−β)G4)
2G1(1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)

− aαM(1−δ)λ
(1−ξβ)(1−β)

,

f ∗T = θ(1−µ)ρ((δλ−βr)G1−(1−θ)G3−(1−ξβ)(1−β)G4)
2G1(1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)

− ((1−ξβ)(1−β)+ρ)(1−δ)λ
(1−ξβ)(1−β)

,

(12)

where G3 = (aα2
M + ((1 − ξβ)(1 − β) + ρ)ρ)(1 − δ)λ and G4 = θ(1 − µ)ρδλ − (1 − θ)

(1− ξβ)(1− β).

5. Numerical Experiments

This section reports our numerical experiments on return policy selection and its
impact on all members in the network and further gives some management enlightenments.
In our experiments, we used MATLAB 9.6.0 to solve the problems involved. Recall that
the three return policy models involve a total of 10 parameters, namely, consumer disap-
pointment aversion level ξ, ability a of MCN, commission rate θ, consumer dissatisfaction
β, commission sharing ratio µ between platform and MCN, unit return-freight insurance
price λ, unit returned product salvage value r, consumer sensitivity αE to service level
of platform, consumer sensitivity αM to service level of MCN, consumer sensitivity ρ to
sales volume, brand’s return-freight insurance purchasing ratio δ (only used in Model T).
The benchmark parameters were set as λ = 0.02, µ = 0.2, r = 0.1, β = 0.4, αE = 0.3,
αM = 0.5, ρ = 0.4, K = 0.08, L = 0.05.
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By substituting (4), (8), (12) into (3), (7), (11) the brand’s optimal profits under three
return policies are respectively:

π∗HB =
(1−ξβ)(1−β)G2

2−(λ−βr)(2θ(1−µ)ρλ−G2)G1
2G1(1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)

− (1−ξβ)2(1−β)2G2
2−(λ−βr)2G2

1
4G1(1−θ)(1−ξβ)2(1−β)2 − K,

π∗CB = ((1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)((1−ξβ)(1−β)−λ)+G1βr)2

4G1(1−θ)(1−ξβ)2(1−β)2 − K,

π∗TB =
((δλ−βr)G1+(1−θ)G3)

2−(1−ξβ)2(1−β)2G2
4

4G1(1−θ)(1−ξβ)2(1−β)2 + ((1−ξβ)(1−β)+ρ)(1−δ)δλ2

(1−ξβ)(1−β)
−

(δλ−βr)(2θ(1−µ)ρδλ−G4)G1−((1−θ)G3+(1−ξβ)(1−β)G4)G4
2G1(1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)

− K

By substituting (4), (8), (12) into (1), (5), (9), the platform’s optimal profits under three
return policies are respectively:

π∗HE =
θµ((1−ξβ)2(1−β)2G2

2−(λ−βr)2G2
1)

4G1(1−θ)2(1−ξβ)2(1−β)2 − θ2µ2α2
E((1−ξβ)(1−β)G2−(λ−βr)G1)

2

8G2
1(1−θ)2(1−ξβ)2(1−β)2 −

θµ((1−ξβ)(1−β)G2−(λ−βr)G1)
2G1(1−θ)

+ L

π∗CE =
θµ((1−θ)2(1−ξβ)2(1−β)2((1−ξβ)(1−β)−λ)2−G2

1 β2r2)

4G1(1−θ)2(1−ξβ)2(1−β)2 −
θ2µ2α2

E((1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)((1−ξβ)(1−β)−λ)−G1βr)2

8G2
1(1−θ)2(1−ξβ)2(1−β)2 + L

π∗TE = θµ((δλ−βr)G1−(1−θ)G3−(1−ξβ)(1−β)G4)
2G1(1−θ)

− θµ(((δλ−βr)G1−(1−ξβ)(1−β)G4)
2−(1−θ)2G2

3)

4G1(1−θ)2(1−ξβ)2(1−β)2 −
θ2µ2α2

E((δλ−βr)G1−(1−θ)G3−(1−ξβ)(1−β)G4)
2

8G2
1(1−θ)2(1−ξβ)2(1−β)2 + L,

In addition, by substituting (4), (8), (12) into (2), (6), (10), MCN’s optimal profits under
three return policies are respectively:

π∗HM =
θ(1−µ)((1−ξβ)2(1−β)2G2

2−(λ−βr)2G2
1)

4G1(1−θ)2(1−ξβ)2(1−β)2 − θ2(1−µ)2(aα2
M+ρ2)((1−ξβ)(1−β)G2−(λ−βr)G1)

2

8G2
1(1−θ)2(1−ξβ)2(1−β)2 −

θ(1−µ)((1−ξβ)(1−β)G2−(λ−βr)G1)
2G1(1−θ)

+ K− L

π∗CM =
θ(1−µ)((1−θ)2(1−ξβ)2(1−β)2((1−ξβ)(1−β)−λ)2−G2

1 β2r2)

4G1(1−θ)2(1−ξβ)2(1−β)2 −
θ2(1−µ)2(aα2

M+ρ2)((1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)((1−ξβ)(1−β)−λ)−G1βr)2

8G2
1(1−θ)2(1−ξβ)2(1−β)2 + K− L

π∗TM = θ(1−µ)((δλ−βr)G1−(1−θ)G3−(1−ξβ)(1−β)G4)
2G1(1−θ)

+ (1−δ)G3λ(G1+θ(1−µ)ρ(1−ξβ)(1−β))

2G1(1−ξβ)2(1−β)2 +

(1−δ)λ(G1−θ(1−µ)ρ(1−ξβ)(1−β))((δλ−βr)G1−(1−ξβ)(1−β)G4)

2G1(1−θ)(1−ξβ)2(1−β)2 +

(1−δ)2λ2((1−ξβ)2(1−β)2−aα2
M−ρ2)

2(1−ξβ)2(1−β)2 − θ(1−µ)G2
3(2G1+θ(1−µ)(aα2

M+ρ2))

8G2
1(1−ξβ)2(1−β)2 +

θ(1−µ)G3(2G1+θ(1−µ)(aα2
M+ρ2))((δλ−βr)G1−(1−ξβ)(1−β)G4)

4G2
1(1−θ)(1−ξβ)2(1−β)2 −

θ(1−µ)(2G1+θ(1−µ)(aα2
M+ρ2))((δλ−βr)G1−(1−ξβ)(1−β)G4)

2

8G2
1(1−θ)2(1−ξβ)2(1−β)2 − (1− δ)λ + K− L

5.1. Return Policy Selection

By comparing the difference values of brand’s profits under three return policies, we
analyzed the influence of consumer disappointment aversion level ξ, ability a of MCN,
commission rate θ, and brand’s return-freight insurance purchasing ratio δ on brand’s return
policy selection. By changing the values of θ and δ, we further investigated the influence
of ξ and a on brand’s return policy selection. Referring to Proposition 1–3, we chose the
parameters ξ ∈ [0, 1], a ∈ (0, 1], δ ∈ [0.6, 0.9]. Since the commission rate θ generally does
not exceed 30% [47], we discussed three cases of low commission rate (θ = 0.1), medium
commission rate (θ = 0.2), and high commission rate (θ = 0.3), respectively.
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5.1.1. Low Commission Rate Scenario (θ = 0.1)

In our numerical experiments, different values of δ were selected to observe the
influence of ξ and a on brand’s return policy selection. The result is shown in Figure 2,
in which the blank region H, the horizontal line region C, and the vertical line region T
represent the regions where the brand could obtain the maximum profit by choosing return
policies of return-freight insurance by brand, consumers purchase return-freight insurance,
and brand and MCN jointly insure return-freight insurance, respectively.
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Figure 2. Return policy selection of brand under low commission rate. (a) δ = 0.6; (b) δ = 0.75;
(c) δ = 0.9.

It can be seen that, in the cases of δ = 0.6 and δ = 0.75, if a ∈ [0, 0.8], the brand should
choose return policy H when consumers’ disappointment aversion level is high; when
consumers’ disappointment aversion level is high and the ability of MCN is weak, the
brand should choose return policy T; when consumers’ disappointment aversion level is
low and the ability of MCN is strong, the brand should choose return policy C. If a ∈ (0.8, 1],
when consumers’ disappointment aversion level is high, the brand should choose return
policy H; otherwise, it should choose return policy C. In the case of δ = 0.9, if a ∈ (0, 0.8],
the brand should choose return policy H when consumers’ disappointment aversion level
is high and the ability of MCN is strong; when consumers’ disappointment aversion level
is high and the ability of MCN is weak, the brand should choose return policy T; when
consumers’ disappointment aversion level is low, the brand should choose return policy C.
If a ∈ (0.8, 1], it is the same as the cases of δ = 0.6 and δ = 0.75.

5.1.2. Medium Commission Rate Scenario (θ = 0.2)

The numerical results for this case are shown in Figure 3. In the case of δ = 0.6, if
a ∈ (0, 0.65], the brand should choose return policy H when consumers’ disappointment
aversion level is high; when the ability of MCN is weak, the brand should choose return
policy T; when consumers’ disappointment aversion level is low and the ability of MCN
is strong, the brand should choose return policy C. If a ∈ (0.65, 1], when consumers’
disappointment aversion level is high, the brand should choose return policy H; otherwise,
it should choose return policy C. In the cases of δ = 0.75 and δ = 0.75, if a ∈ (0, 0.7], the
brand should choose return policy H when consumers’ disappointment aversion level is
high and the ability of MCN is strong; when consumers’ disappointment aversion level
is high and the ability of MCN is weak, the brand should choose return policy T; when
consumers’ disappointment aversion level is low, the brand should choose return policy C.
If a ∈ (0.7, 1], it is the same as the case of δ = 0.6.
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5.1.3. High Commission Rate Scenario (θ = 0.3)

The numerical results for this case are shown in Figure 4. It can be seen that, in the
cases of δ = 0.6 and δ = 0.9, if a ∈ (0, 0.7], the brand should choose return policy H when
consumers’ disappointment aversion level is high and the ability of MCN is strong; when
consumers’ disappointment aversion level is high and the ability of MCN is weak, the brand
should choose return policy T; when consumers’ disappointment aversion level is low,
the brand should choose return policy C. If a ∈ (0.7, 1], when consumers’ disappointment
aversion level is high, the brand should choose return policy H; otherwise, it should choose
return policy C.
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According to the above analysis, when the ability of MCN is weak, the brand should
choose return policy H if consumer’s disappointment aversion level is high, it should
choose return policy T if consumers’ disappointment aversion level is medium, and it
should choose return policy C if consumers’ disappointment aversion level is low. When
the ability of MCN is strong, the brand should choose return policy H if consumers’
disappointment aversion level is high and, otherwise, it should choose return policy C.
This indicates that return policy T is not applicable when the ability of MCN is strong. The
reason may be because MCN has more bargaining power in this case and the brand is less
likely to reduce costs by making MCN bear enough purchasing cost of freight insurance. We
also note that return policy C is more applicable when consumers have low disappointment
aversion level. This may be because the disappointment has a small impact on consumers’
utility, in other words, consumers are less sensitive to possible loss caused by the return.
In this case, the brand can choose to entice consumers to buy return-freight insurance by
themselves instead of offering them freight insurance for free.

In addition, combining with Figures 2–4, it can be found that, with the increase of
brand’s return-freight insurance purchasing ratio, region C increases significantly, region
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T decreases significantly, while region H does not change significantly. This reveals that
brand’s return-freight insurance purchasing ratio has a great influence on whether the
brand chooses return policy C or T, but has almost no influence on whether the brand
chooses return policy H. In comparison, with the increase of commission rate, regions H
and T significantly decreases, while region C significantly increases. This indicates that
return policies H and T are more suitable for use with low commission rate, while return
policy C is more suitable for use with high commission rate.

To sum up, return policy H is more suitable for brands to sell products with low
commission rate or with high consumer disappointment aversion level. Compared with
return policy H, return policy T is more suitable for brands who can bear low return-freight
insurance purchasing ratio or collaborate with MCN with low ability, which requires brands
with high leadership and strong bargaining power, so that MCN is willing to bear more
return-freight insurance purchase cost. This suggests that return policy T is a better choice
when high leadership brands partner with waist or tail MCN. Compared with previous
two return strategies, return policy C is more suitable for brands to sell products with high
commission rate or with low consumer disappointment aversion level. Moreover, return
policy C is a better choice than return policy T when return-freight insurance purchasing
ratio for brands is relatively high. This indicates that, when brands’ leadership is low,
return policy C may obtain high profits.

5.2. Sensitivity Analysis of Optimal Decisions

Five important parameters are involved in this section, which are consumer disap-
pointment aversion level ξ, ability a of MCN, brand’s return-freight insurance purchasing
ratio δ, commission rate θ, and consumer dissatisfaction β. We made some numerical
experiments to analyze the influence of these parameters on each member in the system.
The benchmark parameters were respectively taken as ξ = 0.5, a = 0.5, δ = 0.75, θ = 0.2.

The experimental results related to the influence of consumer disappointment aversion
level ξ ∈ [0, 1], ability of MCN a ∈ (0, 1], and commission rate θ ∈ [0, 0.3] on each member
are shown in Figure 5. In particular, Figure 5a–c, Figure 5d–f, Figure 5g–i, and Figure 5j–l
show the trends of optimal price, service level, click farming volume, and optimal profit of
each member with the increase of ξ, a, and θ, respectively.

From Figure 5a–i, we can observe that under three return policies, optimal product
price, service level, and click farming volume rise with the increase of disappointment
aversion level, ability of MCN, and commission rate. This shows that, when brands sell
products with high level of consumer disappointment aversion and cooperate with MCN
with high ability and platform with high commission rate, the higher the product price is
set to be, the higher the service levels are provided to be and the greater the amount of click
farming is.

The trends of brand’s profit curve in Figure 5j,h correspond to Figure 3b, while the
trend of brand’s profit curve in Figure 5l corresponds to Figures 2b, 3b and 4b. It can
be seen from these figures that, only when consumer disappointment aversion level and
MCN’s ability are both high or commission rate is low, the brand should choose return
policy H, which is consistent with the conclusions in Section 5.1. Moreover, only when
the brand chooses return policy H, both platform and MCN can get the maximum profits.
Therefore, the whole system can be coordinated only when the brand cooperates with
MCN with strong ability and sells with high consumer disappointment aversion level
or with low commission rate. In other cases, because the brand does not choose return
policy H, it is disadvantageous to both platform and MCN. In addition, with the increase of
disappointment aversion level and the ability of MCN, the optimal profit of each member
under three return policies increases, but the changes of optimal profits of platform and
MCN are not significant. However, with the increase of commission rate, the optimal
profit of the brand decreases, while the optimal profits of both platform and MCN increase
significantly. This shows that commission rate is the main factor affecting the optimal
profits of platform and MCN.
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Figure 5. Influence of disappointment aversion level, ability of MCN and commission rate.

The experimental results related to the influence of return-freight insurance purchasing
ratio δ ∈ [0.6, 0.9] on each member are shown in Figures 6 and 7a. From Figure 6a–c, it
can be seen that p∗T , s∗TM, f ∗T rise with the increase of brand’s return-freight insurance
purchasing ratio. This indicates that, under return policy T, the higher brand’s return-
freight insurance purchasing ratio is, the higher the values of product price, service level
provided by MCN, and click farming volume from MCN are.
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Figure 6. Influence of brand’s return-freight insurance purchasing ratio on price (a), service level
(b) and click farming volume (c) respectively.
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Figure 7. Influence of brand’s return-freight insurance purchasing ratio (a) and return rate (b) on the
profits of brand respectively.

The trend of brand’s profit curve in Figure 7a corresponds to Figure 3a–c. It can be seen
that under the condition of ξ = 0.5, a = 0.5, θ = 0.2, when brand’s return-freight insurance
purchasing ratio is low, the brand should choose return policy H; otherwise, it should
choose return policy T. Only when the brand chooses return policy H, the platform and
MCN can get the maximal profits. Therefore, the whole system can realize the coordination
only when brand’s return-freight insurance purchasing ratio is relatively low.

The experimental results related to the influence of consumer dissatisfaction on each
member are shown in Figures 7b and 8. According to Figure 8a, both p∗H and p∗C go up with
the increase of consumer dissatisfaction with a trend of decreasing first and increasing later.
From Figure 8b,c, it can be seen that the maximal service level and the optimal volume of
click farming under three return policies rise with the increase of consumer dissatisfaction.
From Figure 7b, it can be seen that, in the case of ξ = 0.5, a = 0.5, θ = 0.2, when consumers
are less satisfied, the brand should choose return policy C; otherwise, it should choose
return policy H. Only when the brand chooses return policy H, the platform and MCN
can get the maximal profits. Therefore, the whole system can be coordinated only when
consumers are highly dissatisfied.

Based on the above analysis, no matter how the parameters of consumer disappoint-
ment aversion level, ability of MCN, commission rate, brand’s return-freight insurance
purchasing ratio, and consumer dissatisfaction change, the brand’s optimal prices under
three return policies always satisfy p∗H > p∗T > p∗C. This is because, when a brand needs
to buy return-freight insurance, it will transfer part of the purchase cost to product price.
Accordingly, the optimal service levels of platform and MCN under three return policies
always satisfy s∗HE > s∗TE > s∗CE, s∗HM > s∗CM > s∗TM and, in most cases, the service level
provided by MCN is greater than that provided by the platform. The optimal click farm-
ing volumes of MCN under three return policies always satisfy f ∗H > f ∗C > f ∗T and f ∗T is
significantly lower than f ∗H and f ∗C, which indicates that return policy T can effectively
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suppress click farming of MCN. Furthermore, when consumer disappointment aversion
level, MCN’s ability, consumer dissatisfaction are all high or commission rate, brand’s
return-freight insurance purchasing ratio are both low, the whole system can achieve coor-
dination. In other cases, the optimal return policies of brand are not conducive to platform
and MCN.
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Figure 8. Influence of consumer dissatisfaction on price (a), service level (b) and click farming
volume (c) respectively.

6. Conclusions

In the previous sections, we have taken consumer disappointment aversion and MCN
click farming into account to establish leader-follower models for brand’s return policy
selection under three cases of return-freight insurance by brands or by consumers or by
brands and MCN jointly. In order to obtain the optimal solutions, convexity conditions
of both upper and lower models were discussed, and based on these conditions, the
optimal decisions of each member were given. Furthermore, numerical experiments were
conducted to analyze the effects of consumer disappointment aversion level, ability of MCN,
commission rate, return-freight insurance purchasing ratio, and consumer dissatisfaction on
brand’s return policy selection, optimal decision, and optimal profit of each member in the
network. From the above analysis, we obtained the following management enlightenments:

(i) When MCN has a weak ability, brands should choose return policy H if consumer
disappointment aversion level is high, choose return policy T if consumer disappointment
aversion level is medium, and choose return policy C if consumer disappointment aversion
level is low. When MCN has a strong ability, brands should choose return policy H if
consumer disappointment aversion level is high and choose return policy C otherwise.

(ii) Brand’s return-freight insurance purchasing ratio has a great influence on brands’
choice between return policy C and T, but almost no influence on return policy H. Moreover,
return policies H and T are more suitable for platforms with low commission rate, while
return policy C is more suitable for platforms with high commission rate.

(iii) The amount of MCN click farming under return policy T is significantly lower
than that of other two return strategies and hence it can effectively suppress click farming
behavior of MCN.

(iv) The whole system can realize coordination only when the values of consumer
disappointment aversion level, ability of MCN, consumer dissatisfaction are all high or the
values of commission rate, brand’s return-freight insurance purchasing ratio are all low. In
other cases, brands’ return policy selection is not conducive to platforms and MCN.

In our analysis, we only considered the case with a single brand, a single platform,
and a single MCN. We leave the multiple cases as a future work. For extensions from single
case to multiple cases, the number of parameters will increase greatly, which will bring
some difficulties in numerical analysis. How to solve these difficulties will be our next
research topic.
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Appendix A

Proof of Proposition 1. By substituting s∗HE (pH), s∗HM(pH), f ∗H(pH) into the brand’s
optimization problem, the single-level optimization problem becomes

max
pH≥λ

π∗HB =
((1−ξβ)2(1−β)(1−pH)+θ(µα2

E+a(1−µ)α2
M+(1−µ)ρ2)pH)((1−β)(1−θ)pH+βr−λ)

(1−ξβ)2(1−β)

− θ(1−µ)ρλpH
1−ξβ − K.

Consider πHB ′′ (pH) =
2(1−θ)(θ(µα2

E+a(1−µ)α2
M+(1−µ)ρ2)−(1−ξβ)2(1−β))

(1−ξβ)2 . If β ∈ (0, 1),

ξ ∈ [0, 1], αM ∈ [0, 1], µ ∈ [0, 1], θ ∈ [0, (1−ξβ)2(1−β)

(2−µ)α2
M

], we have πHB ′′ (pH) < 0, which

means that πHB is concave with respect to pH . By solving π′HB(pH) = 0, we have
p∗H = (λ−βr)G1−(1−ξβ)(1−β)G2

2G1(1−θ)(1−β)
. To ensure the constraint pH ≥ λ, it is sufficient to satisfy

λ ∈ [0, (1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)
(1−ξβ)(1+β)+θ

] and r ∈ [λ, (1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)−(1−ξβ+θ)λ
(1−ξβ)β

].
By substituting p∗H into s∗HE (pH), s∗HM(pH), f ∗H(pH), we have

s∗HE = θµαE((λ−βr)G1−(1−ξβ)(1−β)G2)
2G1(1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)

,

s∗HM = aθ(1−µ)αM((λ−βr)G1−(1−ξβ)(1−β)G2)
2G1(1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)

,

f ∗H = θ(1−µ)ρ((λ−βr)G1−(1−ξβ)(1−β)G2)
2G1(1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)

.

This completes the proof. �

Proof of Proposition 2. By substituting s∗CE (pC), s∗CM(pC), f ∗C(pC) into the brand’s opti-
mization problem, the single-level optimization problem becomes

max
pC≥0

π∗CB =
((1−ξβ)((1−ξβ)(1−β)(1−pC)−λ)+θ(µα2

E+a(1−µ)α2
M+(1−µ)ρ2)pC)((1−β)(1−θ)pC+βr)

(1−ξβ)2(1−β)

−K.

Consider πCB ′′ (pC) =
2(1−θ)(θ(µα2

E+a(1−µ)α2
M+(1−µ)ρ2)−(1−ξβ)2(1−β))

(1−ξβ)2 . If β ∈ (0, 1),

ξ ∈ [0, 1], αM ∈ [0, 1], µ ∈ [0, 1], θ ∈ [0, (1−ξβ)2(1−β)

(2−µ)α2
M

], we have πCB ′′ (pC) < 0, which

means that πCB is concave with respect to pC. By solving π′CB(pC) = 0, we have
p∗C = (1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)((1−ξβ)(1−β)−λ)−G1βr

2G1(1−θ)(1−β)
. To ensure the constraint pC ≥ 0, it is enough to

satisfy λ ∈ [0, (1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)
(1−ξβ)β+1−θ

] and r ∈ [λ, (1−θ)((1−ξβ)(1−β)−λ)
(1−ξβ)β

].
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By substituting p∗C into s∗CE (pC), s∗CM(pC), f ∗C(pC), we have

s∗CE = θµαE((1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)((1−ξβ)(1−β)−λ)−G1βr)
2G1(1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)

,

s∗CM = aθ(1−µ)αM((1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)((1−ξβ)(1−β)−λ)−G1βr)
2G1(1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)

,

f ∗C = θ(1−µ)ρ((1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)((1−ξβ)(1−β)−λ)−G1βr)
2G1(1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)

.

This completes the proof. �

Proof of Proposition 3. By substituting s∗TE (pT), s∗TM(pT), f ∗T(pT) into the brand’s opti-
mization problem, the single-level optimization problem becomes

max
pT≥δλ

π∗TB =
((1−ξβ)2(1−β)2(1−pT)+θ(1−β)(µα2

E+a(1−µ)α2
M+(1−µ)ρ2)pT−G3)((1−β)(1−θ)pT+βr−δλ)

(1−ξβ)2(1−β)2

− (θ(1−µ)(1−β)ρpT−((1−ξβ)(1−β)+ρ)(1−δ)λ)δλ
(1−ξβ)(1−β)

− K,

Consider πTB ′′ (pT) =
2(1−θ)(θ(µα2

E+a(1−µ)α2
M+(1−µ)ρ2)−(1−ξβ)2(1−β))

(1−ξβ)2 . If β ∈ (0, 1),

ξ ∈ [0, 1], αM ∈ [0, 1], µ ∈ [0, 1], θ ∈ [0, (1−ξβ)2(1−β)

(2−µ)α2
M

], we have πTB ′′ (pT) < 0, which

means that πHB is concave with respect to pT . By solving π′TB(pT) = 0, we have
p∗T = (δλ−βr)G1−(1−θ)G3−(1−ξβ)(1−β)G4

2G1(1−θ)(1−β)
. To ensure the constraint

pT ≥ max
{

δλ, ((1−ξβ)(1−β)+ρ)(1−δ)λ
θ(1−µ)(1−β)ρ

}
, it is sufficient to satisfy

λ ∈ [0, θ(1−µ)(1−θ)(1−β)ρ

(1−θ)(1−δ)((2+ρ)((1−ξβ)(1−β)+ρ)+aα2
M)+θ(1−µ)ρβ

],

r ∈ [λ, (1−θ)(1−β)+δλ
β − (1−θ)(1−δ)((2+ρ)((1−ξβ)(1−β)+ρ)+aα2

M)λ

θ(1−µ)ρβ
].

By substituting p∗T into s∗TE (pT), s∗TM(pT), f ∗T(pT), we have

s∗TE = θµαE((δλ−βr)G1−(1−θ)G3−(1−ξβ)(1−β)G4)
2G1(1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)

,

s∗TM = aθ(1−µ)αM((δλ−βr)G1−(1−θ)G3−(1−ξβ)(1−β)G4)
2G1(1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)

− aαM(1−δ)λ
(1−ξβ)(1−β)

,

f ∗T = θ(1−µ)ρ((δλ−βr)G1−(1−θ)G3−(1−ξβ)(1−β)G4)
2G1(1−θ)(1−ξβ)(1−β)

− ((1−ξβ)(1−β)+ρ)(1−δ)λ
(1−ξβ)(1−β)

.

This completes the proof. �
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